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 The coordination of activities within supply chains using information technology can be described
 as taking place using two broad types of mechanisms, both of which use intermediaries to carry out
 logistics activities. These are electronic hierarchies, consisting of legally separate firms that share
 a close relationship within a supply chain, and electronic markets characterized by short-term link
 ages that result from individual transactions. A key influence of information technology on logis
 tics is the emergence of separate but linked intermediaries for handling physical goods and the
 information associated with those goods.
 This article is intended to provide a concep
 tual framework that integrates research from
 the fields of logistics and information systems.
 We hope to contribute to understanding the
 restructuring of logistics that is occurring with
 the information technology (IT) revolution and
 the rise of electronic commerce. Our approach
 is an attempt to understand logistics using
 insights from another management discipline,
 that of information systems.1
 Corporate strategy is increasingly focused
 on the flow of information between buyers and
 suppliers. While physical goods cannot be
 moved as rapidly as information, expectations
 of what logistics processes can accomplish
 have risen with rapid improvements in IT.
 Accordingly, the physical distribution of goods
 is being restructured to take advantage of
 increased efficiencies in IT, notably in the ease
 of communication among the different compo
 nents of the supply chain.2
 This article begins with a discussion of sup
 ply chains from the perspective of interorgani
 zational systems, one of the major fields of IT
 research. The study of interorganizational sys
 tems relies on transaction cost economics, and
 centers on the use of hierarchies and markets to
 characterize relationships between firms in a
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 supply chain.3 We then review the emergence
 of electronic commerce as an application of
 interorganizational systems and the impact of
 electronic commerce on logistics activity. The
 next section proposes a conceptual structure for
 analyzing physical and information flows with
 in supply chains that builds on research in IT.
 Hierarchies and Markets
 Supply chains represent an example of busi
 ness process change enabled by interorganiza
 tional systems (IOS). Bakos has defined an
 IOS as "an information system that links one or
 more firms to their customers or their suppliers,
 and facilitates the exchange of products and
 services."4 An information system is a set of
 people, procedures, and resources, whether
 manual or automated, that collects, transforms,
 and disseminates information.5
 Information systems perform three vital
 roles in any type of organization: they support
 business operations (such as capturing point-of
 sale data), managerial decision making (such as
 choosing suppliers), and strategic competitive
 advantage (for example, a firm's ability to inte
 grate its entire supply chain). The key enabler
 of IOS is telecommunications and information
 systems, such as the Internet or private net
 works, that link the terminals and computers or
 businesses with their customers and suppliers,
 resulting in new business alliances and partner
 ships. According to Handfield and Nichols,
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 appropriate use of IOS provides decision mak
 ers with timely access to all required informa
 tion, in an appropriate format, from any loca
 tion within the supply chain.6
 Research into the employment of IOS is
 based on transaction cost theory, which consid
 ers two different types of coordination mecha
 nisms for carrying out transactions between buy
 ers and sellers: hierarchies and markets.1 In the
 context of IOS, we use the terms electronic hier
 archies or electronic markets to emphasize that
 buyer-seller relationships are enabled by IT.8
 In an electronic hierarchy, the organizations
 involved share a long-term relationship and
 align their internal processes with one another.
 Purchasing and distribution are accomplished
 by managerial decision making within and
 between firms in the supply chain. Cooperation
 between firms may tend to blur the boundaries
 between the companies, even if they are legally
 separate. While an electronic hierarchy is
 enabled by the efficient exchange of informa
 tion between its components, such factors as
 personal acquaintance, mutual understanding,
 and trust play an important supporting role.
 The emergence of electronic hierarchies to
 link separate firms in the supply chain repre
 sents a response to switching costs, or what
 Womack and Jones have described as "the mas
 sive costs of casual interactions."9 The use of
 the term "electronic hierarchy" to describe an
 inter-firm relationship represents a change in
 terminology as transaction cost theory views
 hierarchies as existing only within single firms.
 The blurring of boundaries between hierarchies
 and markets represents one of the key impacts
 of IT on managerial functions such as logistics.10
 The second type of IOS is an electronic
 market designed to match buyers and sellers
 who generally do not share long-term relation
 ships, such as those who do business through a
 stock exchange. Electronic markets occupy a
 relatively neutral position between buyers and
 sellers, providing services to both sides of a
 transaction.11 The matching process includes
 "price discovery," the process of determining
 the prices where supply and demand "clear"
 and exchange occurs. Markets also facilitate
 transactions by supporting arrangements for
 logistics (including order fulfillment and deliv
 ery), settlement of payments, and in some
 cases, providing trust or insurance to guarantee
 commitments made by buyers or sellers.12
 Mar ets can generally be characterized as
 either centralized or decentralized. Centralized
 markets use one or more intermediaries such as
 brokers or distributors; buyers and sellers need
 only connect to one or more of these intermedi
arie  to carry out a transaction-stock exchanges
ar  a good example of a centralized market.
 More recently, online trade exchanges such as
 priceline.com, ebay.com, and the Covisint joint
 electronic marketplace announced in February
 2000 by General Motors, Ford, and
DaimlerChrysler have demonstrated the increas
 ing importance of centralized electronic mar
 kets. The exchange planned by the Big Three
 au o manufacturers is expected to account for
 purc ases of approximately $250 billion a year
 and involve about 60,000 suppliers. Total busi
 ness-to-business ("B2B") electronic commerce
 is forecasted to total more than $2.7 trillion by
 2004, complemented by an estimated $184
 billion in online sales by businesses to con
 sumers ("B2C")- The market research firm
 For ester Research predicts that 20 percent of
 ll trade will be handled online by 2005.13
 As explained by Nissen, an evolution is in
 progress that is leading to the increasing inte
 gration of supply chain management and elec
 tronic commerce, while at the same time blur
 ring the boundaries between B2B and B2C:
 Even the term supply chain is expanding in
 breadth to reflect its increasing scope and impor
 tance in the enterprise.... Although many
researchers maintain a narrow focus on supply
 p ocess activities, others ... now concentrate on
 interorganizational relationships between enter
 prise buyers and sellers, emphasizing commer
 cial exchanges of goods, services, information
 and money. Indeed, the distinction is blurring
 between supply chain management and com
 merce through business-to-business markets, and
 many important principles and trends apply to
 consumer markets as well.14
 Intermediaries add value to supply chains by
 reducing the cost of bringing a product to mar
 ket, through actions such as aggregating buyer
 demand or seller production to achieve
 economies of scale, protecting buyers or sellers
 from opportunistic behavior, and matching
 buyers and sellers.15
 In contrast, in a decentralized market, all the
 participants can contact each other directly, and
 no intermediaries are present. For example,
 individual travelers who directly contact an air
 line to arrange travel, without going through a
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 travel agent, are taking part in a decentralized
 market. Another example of a decentralized
 market would be one that uses intelligent agents
 to carry out transactions. Intelligent agents are
 software programs that possess knowledge
 (such as in the form of rules or facts) to make
 decisions and carry out tasks on behalf of their
 principals. For example, intelligent agents can
 match buyers with sellers and make purchase
 decisions based on pre-set criteria.16
 Relationships between pairs of firms in a
 supply chain enabled by electronic commerce
 can be characterized as being hierarchies or
 markets, although these relationships usually
 consist of some variant or combination of the
 two. For example, there may be only one
 major buyer for a supplier's products. Even
 though the two firms may negotiate prices and
 other terms of exchange on an individual trans
 action basis (that is, in a market-like way), the
 buying firm will exert considerable influence
 on the supplier, in a manner not unlike a hierar
 chical relationship. The trend toward a reduc
 tion in the number of suppliers is an example of
 the blending of markets and hierarchies in a
 single supply chain.17
 Despite the challenges of categorizing the
 relationships between firms in a supply chain as
 markets, hierarchies, or a hybrid of both, each
 of these two types of generalized relationships
 between buyers and suppliers has distinctive
 characteristics with respect to its cost structure.
 The costs of acquiring physical goods and asso
 ciated services can be divided into production
 and coordination costs. Coordination costs
 include activities such as searching for a suppli
 er, evaluating bids, negotiations, and contract
 administration associated with the acquisition
 of goods and services.
 Generally speaking, coordination costs are
 higher when a market is used rather than a hierar
 chy. This is because arranging in-house produc
 tion usually involves less effort than contracting
 with an outside firm. Conversely, in-house pro
 duction costs may be higher than those associated
 with purchased goods, because the firm carrying
 out the production may not be specialized in
 manufacturing of the item that could otherwise
 be purchased from other firms. Competition
 between outside suppliers for the buyer's busi
 ness also tends to have the effect of reducing the
 production costs of purchased goods.
 Significant innovations in IT over the past
 twenty years, including the widespread adop
 tion of personal computers linked through pri
 vate networks and the Internet, have had a
 major impact on improving productivity
 throughout the economy. However, IT tends to
 have a greater impact on coordination costs
 than on production costs. This is because mar
 kets use IT more intensively than hierarchies,
 whose activities include in-house production.
 Also, as mentioned previously, markets have
 higher coordination costs than hierarchies. So
 at least from a theoretical perspective, improve
 ments in IT should lead to a reduction in coor
 dination costs that favors greater use of mar
 kets. The trend toward the outsourcing of man
 ufacturing and logistics is congruent with this
 theory, as is the growth of online trade
 exchanges.18
 Electronic Commerce
 Electronic commerce has been defined as an
 application of interorganizational systems that
 supports the electronic trading of physical
 goods and of intangibles such as information.19
 Electronic commerce takes place over the
 Internet using applications such as web
 browsers and electronic mail, as well as
 through private networks using protocols such
 as electronic data interchange (EDI) or elec
 tronic funds transfer.
 The rapid development of electronic com
 merce is in part due to the almost universal and
 low-cost availability of Internet access and web
 browser software that includes a standardized
 user interface. Earlier technologies such as
 EDI use proprietary software and require dedi
 cated links to private networks.20 Finally, the
 interactive nature of the Internet supports cus
 tomer service objectives as users can rapidly
 and easily obtain responses or confirmation to
 data inputs or inquiries.21
 Electronic commerce also represents a
 means of leveraging, for the benefit of buyers
 and sellers, the trend toward increased product
 customization and personalization. Information
 technology allows for the large-scale tracking
 of customer preferences, including those asso
 ciated with logistics processes such as ordering
 and delivery. Additionally, IT permits the sep
 aration of the management and routing of phys
 ical goods flows from the processing of infor
 mation relating to those goods. The informa
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 tion component of logistics can be aggregated
 or disaggregated from the physical component,
 depending on the context.22
 Electronic marketplaces such as online trade
 exchanges are an example of the aggregation of
 information from a wide variety of sources.
 Under a traditional scenario, a buyer of an
 industrial product, for example, would search
 trade magazines and catalogs for likely sources
 of supply, obtain recommendations from col
 leagues or sales representatives, arrange for
 purchase from a chosen supplier by phone,
 mail, or fax, and select a carrier to deliver the
 product. In contrast, online trade exchanges
 reduce the total cost of these activities by inte
 grating and efficiently executing the different
 stages in the marketing, source selection, pur
 chasing, and delivery of products.23
 DlSINTERMEDIATION VS. DlSAGGREGATION
 The trend toward disintermediation is close
 ly associated with the emergence of electronic
 commerce. Indeed, electronic hierarchies
 allow buyers and sellers to communicate
 directly and carry out transactions without the
 assistance of intermediaries.24 As explained by
 Chircu and Kauffman:
 Intermediaries typically provide transaction process
 ing capabilities for buyers and sellers and thus act in
 an operational capacity, or they have enhanced levels
 of knowledge and expertise and add to the trans
 actability of a given good or service....
 Disintermediation occurs when a middleman gets
 pushed out by other firms, or when the services it pro
 vides become irrelevant in a marketplace that offers
 other ways to get the same kind of transaction done.25
 In 1987, Malone, Yates, and Benjamin referred
 to disintermediation as the "electronic broker
 age effect." 26 To date, evidence of disinterme
 diation is not convincing, although the theoreti
 cal contribution of the concept is recognized.27
 Moreover, online marketplaces represent not
 the elimination of intermediaries, but rather the
 emergence of a new type of intermediary, that
 can perform the same functions as traditional
 intermediaries, such as:
 Matching buyers and sellers;
 Providing product information to buyers and
 marketing information to sellers;
 Managing physical deliveries;
 Providing mechanisms for financial settle
 ment and guarantees, and ensuring the integrity
 of transactions.28
 Accordingly, it might be more accurate to refer
 to disintermediation as reintermediation.29
 Nissen has pointed out that reintermediation is
 ot limited to intermediaries that have been
 previously pushed out of a market.
 Furth rmore, the motivation for disintermedia
 tion centers primarily on reducing costs, while
 the justification for reintermediation is related
to the relative value of services provided by
 new intermediaries. In either case, for an inter
 mediary to viably participate in a supply chain,
buyers and sellers must perceive the value
 added by the intermediary to exceed the mar
 ginal co t of marked up prices or fees.30
 Physical intermediaries such as warehouses
 or t a sportation carriers are still required for
 the execution of logistics activities. However,
 traditional intermediaries, such as distributors,
 which carry out both the physical handling of
 goods and the information processing activities
 associated with matching buyers and sellers,
 may be eclipsed by specialists in each of these
 two domains within the supply chain-a disag
 gregation of physical and information flows.
 As mentioned previously, for information
 flows these specialists include online trade
 exchanges that do not handle physical goods,
 and act only as information intermediaries.
 Similarly, the physical flow of goods can be
 handled through a third-party logistics provider
 (3PL).31 As explained by Sarkar, Butler, and
 Steinfield, who use the term "cybermediary" to
 refer to the new information intermediaries:
 ... the unbundling of channel functions resulting
 from lower coordination costs is likely to contribute
 to the separation of physical distribution from other
 cybermediary functions. This can simplify and
 shorten physical distribution (e.g., Federal Express in
 the distribution system) while producing complex
 and longer networks of informational intermediaries
 (e.g., some firms may locate products, others provide
 evaluations of related products, others provide train
 ing, others provide settlement services, etc.).32
 Emerging alliances between 3PLs and
 online trade exchanges support the trend
 toward disaggregation; each type of intermedi
 ary specializes in either physical or information
 flows. In the same vein, Cort has developed
 the following scenario:
 If IT allows suppliers to use many alternative
 routes to the customer to deliver the same service
 levels, while reducing transaction and logistical
 costs, the customer will be driven away from the
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 traditional options, like merchant wholesalers spe
 cializing in a limited line of products. Moreover,
 if IT allows nontraditional options, like integra
 tors, to reduce the customers' overall acquisition
 expenses across a broad range of product lines,
 merchant wholesaler specialists in all of those
 lines are threatened.33
 Intermediaries will continue to play an
 important role in logistics, but their core com
 petencies will tend to gravitate around either
 the physical handling of goods or the process
 ing of information. Traditionally, intermedi
 aries have handled both. Where complemen
 tarity between the two domains is commercial
 ly desirable, online trade exchanges (referred to
 as "integrators" in the quotation above) and
 3PLs will form what Sawhney and Kaplan
 have characterized as a "patchwork of
 alliances."34
 Using the terminology established previous
 ly, these relationships between online trade
 exchanges and 3PLs could be described as
 electronic hierarchies. For example, the online
 trade exchange E-chemicals.com has chosen
 Yellow Freight as its preferred logistics
 provider, while PlasticsNet.com and the used
 electronic equipment exchange iMark.com
 have chosen Schneider Logistics as their prin
 cipal 3PL.35
 Accordingly, future supply chains may con
 sist of a combination of electronic markets and
 electronic hierarchies. Buyers will benefit due
 to reduced search and administrative costs,
 while sellers will use electronic markets to
 reach a wider variety of buyers. At the same
 time, more long-term, comprehensive arrange
 ments will characterize key buyer-supplier
 relationships that take the form of electronic
 hierarchies.
 Electronic hierarchies will be critical to
 maintaining product differentiation (also
 known as asset specificity), as commodity-like
 products that are easy to describe and adapt
 easily to market-like transactions tend to be
 characterized by lower profit margins.
 Customized features and a high level of service
 or product innovation can be used to differenti
 ate products, particularly with respect to logis
 tics activities that support transactions between
 buyers and sellers. As explained by Holland
 and Lockett:
 Rather than use IOS s to decrease the level of asset
 specificity and deal with larger numbers of sup
 pliers, organizations are implementing IOSs that
 increase the level of asset specificity, either as
 part of an explicit strategy to tie-in customers or
 as a result of improving the coordination of hier
 archical business relationships. The net result of
 these strategies is increased organizational and
 information technology integration across organi
 zational boundaries, accompanied by a payoff in
 terms of improved responsiveness to market
 changes, shorter product development life-cycles,
 and better product quality. The evidence to sup
 port these ideas are the emergence of integrated
 supply chains and a reduction in the number of
 suppliers in many manufacturing companies.36
 For example, an online exchange that part
 ners with a 3PL can distinguish itself by allow
 ing the buyer to select the mode of warehous
 ing and delivery as well as track inventory and
 shipping status. An example of this trend is the
 partnership among logistics software firm i2
 Technologies, the third-party logistics provider
 Ryder System Inc., and the trucking company
 Central Transportation International. The part
 nership has led to the creation of an electronic
 marketplace known as FreightMatrix that is
 designed to provide logistics support to indus
 try-specific online trade exchanges.37
 Emerging Structures for Physical and
 Information Flows
 The nature of products and the evolution of
 industry structure will determine whether elec
 tronic markets or hierarchies are chosen to man
 age a buyer-seller relationship. Electronic com
 merce promotes a reduction in buyer search
 costs, i.e., the costs of obtaining information
 about the price and characteristics of products.
 When buyer search costs fall, so will seller prof
 its, as sellers have less ability to exploit the
 buyer's lack of information about a product.38
 Accordingly, sellers have an incentive to dif
 ferentiate their product from their competitors,
 particularly when they can no longer exploit
 buyer search costs. One of the ways sellers can
 do so is by bundling their product with a variety
 of services such as after-sales support and war
 ranties. Another method consists of providing
 efficient communications, such as customized
 web sites for certain clients.
 As suggested by Bakos, "If sellers can con
 trol the type of electronic market introduced,
 they should favor a system emphasizing prod
 uct information rather than price-shopping."39
 Major manufacturers increasingly recognize
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 that long-term profitability depends on after
 sales support rather than exclusively on the ini
 tial sale of capital goods.40 Electronic com
 merce supports the "bundling" of products and
 services through electronic markets and elec
 tronic hierarchies by exploiting efficiencies in
 information gathering, processing, and distrib
 ution. As Segev, Gebauer, and F?rber have
 explained, "At least today, intermediaries are
 thriving that manage to provide value to market
 players in addition to pure aggregation and dis
 semination of data."41
 Figure 1 provides an illustration of the
 emerging structure for information flows asso
 ciated with logistics activities enabled by elec
 tronic commerce. On the left side of the figure,
 buyers and sellers interact via an IT node that
 could be an online trade exchange or web
 based merchant. This relationship could be
 either an electronic market or electronic hierar
 chy, depending on the role played by the inter
 mediary. On the far left side of the diagram,
 the vertical line provides another alternative-a
 direct relationship (or decentralized market)
 between buyers and sellers that does not
 involve an intermediary.
 The central oval within the figure shows the
 3PL as the intermediary responsible for arrang
 ing logistics services from individual providers
 such as carriers, warehousing firms, or order
 fulfillment specialists. On the right side of the
 figure, an online transportation or logistics
 exchange provides a means of buying and sell
 ing services involving those logistics services
 providers. Like the relationship between buy
 ers and sellers, transportation or logistics
 exchanges could be exclusively of a market
 like nature, emphasizing, for example, load
 matching of trucks with freight, or could
 evolve into the more integrated relationships
 usually associated with electronic hierarchies.
 Accordingly, the relationship between a 3PL
 and its suppliers can take the form of an elec
tronic market or hierarchy, depending on the
 circumstances. However, the relationship
 between the online exchange and the 3PL (the
 bold lin  connecting the two sides of the fig
 u e) would be characterized as an electronic
 hierarchy because the exchange will tend to
 desire longer-term relationships with a small
 number of 3PLs.42
 Conclusion
 This article has discussed how the evolution
 of IT has led to the restructuring of logistics
 into two separate yet linked domains. One
 domain deals with physical goods flows, the
 other with the flow of information associated
 with those goods. Electronic commerce repre
 sents a means of carrying out the trading of
 goods and information through interorganiza
 tional systems. These systems use hierarchies,
 arkets, or some combination of the two to
 coordinate transactions within supply chains.
 The rapid development of electronic com
 merce has led to the emergence of online trade
 exchanges that represent a form of centralized
 electronic market. Because these exchanges
 deal only with information flows, many of them
 are entering into strategic alliances (or "elec
 tronic hierarchies") with third-party logistics
 firms. The 3PLs manage the physical flows
 that result when the online trade exchanges
 match buyer and seller requirements.
 Lambert and Cooper recently stated that
 there is a need for "building theory and devel
 oping normative tools and methods for suc
 cessful SCM [supply chain management] prac
 Figure 1. Information Flows in Electronic Commerce
 tfM9 9 * 9-??
 * ? ? ?
 * Buyer or seller
 Online trade exchange*
 Third party logistics firm*
 Online transportation or
 logistics exchange*
 Example of intermediary
 Electronic hierarchy or market
 . (information flow)
 ? Electronic hierarchy (information flow)
 O Logistics services provider
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 tice."43 Congruent with that view, a workshop
 sponsored by the National Science Foundation
 emphasized the need for interdisciplinary dia
 logue in electronic commerce research, and
 concluded as follows:
 In its broader usage, electronic commerce extends
 into all aspects of social and economic activities
 being reorganized by computers and networking.
 Electronic commerce, defined narrowly as "selling
 and buying on the Internet," is a deceptively sim
 ple idea, but its far reaching implications [are] in
 enabling a new networked economy where the
 organizational complexity and procedural interde
 pendency necessitate that we examine current
 issues and future directions for basic research with
 a multidisciplinary focus.44
 Within the same spirit, this article has proposed
 a theoretical framework for analyzing the flow
 of goods and information through supply chains
 enabled by electronic commerce. We believe
 that conceptual interdisciplinary research into
 logistics challenges merits attention, and that
 such work could also form the basis for useful
 empirical research. Indeed, the study of distrib
 ution channel structures has been described as
 "a fundamental research task."45 The use of
 insights from other disciplines is not new to
 logistics; for example, research from fields
 such as business strategy and marketing has
 considerably enriched knowledge about logis
 tics, particularly during the past ten years.46
 We have attempted to draw on research in
 the field of information systems to assist in
 understanding the evolution of logistics, partic
 ularly given the significant impact that IT is
 having on all sectors of economic activity. In
 writing this article, we sensed that research in
 logistics could benefit from the rich literature
 that exists in IT fields such as interorganiza
 tional systems and electronic commerce. As
 Sarkar, Butler, and Steinfield pointed out, the
 physical paths that goods traverse are being
 simplified, in part due to the growth of out
 sourcing in logistics.47 However, the capture,
 storage, processing, and dissemination of infor
 mation related to physical goods has grown far
 more complex with the rise of electronic com
 merce. Both researchers and practitioners in
 logistics will need to shift their focus to accom
 modate the requirement to manage and analyze
 complex information flows. As an editorial in
 the February 2001 edition of American Shipper
 observed:
 There is a huge demand for better, network-based
 information sharing systems that speed up inter
 national transactions, enabling shippers to predict
 total logistics costs, re-route shipments while in
 transit and make the right management decisions
 based on up to date data. This is a learning
 process and the most important lesson already
 learned is that business information and data [are]
 like pure gold when properly organized and con
 verted into a usable, digital format with the right
 execution and business experience behind it.48
 This article has cited a small portion of the
 logistics-related research in IT that deals with
 subjects such as buyer-seller relationships, the
 impact of supplier base reduction, and the
 implementation of supply chain management
 practices.49 At the moment, journal articles and
 conference proceedings in logistics manage
 ment typically contain very few or no refer
 ences to IT research publications. We believe
 there is considerable opportunity and potential
 for interdisciplinary research that integrates
 insights from the fields of logistics and infor
 mation technology.
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